GET THE FACTS

Protecting critical system components is getting more difficult all the time. That’s why Cat® Filters and Fluids are designed to offer the most reliable and effective protection for today’s high-performance engines.

SMALL INVESTMENT. BIG IMPACT.

Planned Maintenance products comprise a small percentage of your overall owning and operating costs. Planned Maintenance protects your three major components: fuel, air and lube systems. The right products extend the life and reduce the costs.

FILTERS & FLUIDS ARE 3% TOTAL COST OF OWNING AND OPERATING

THE CAT® FUEL FILTER DIFFERENCE

EFFICIENCY & COST SAVINGS

Improved machine performance results in tighter component tolerances, increasing engine temperatures and higher injector pressures. Because of this, significantly cleaner fuel is required by your equipment — and Cat Filters deliver the results you need. See the owning and operating difference:

INCREASES INJECTOR LIFE UP TO...

DECREASES INJECTOR COST PER HOUR UP TO...

CAT FILTERS PROVIDE THE BEST VALUE

Cat Planned Maintenance products are developed to ensure that customers achieve the lowest owning and operating costs. Most customers do not realize the “true cost” of purchasing non Cat filters for their equipment. Rarely will a catastrophic failure be the result of your choice of filtration products. It is only over time, when early hour component failures occur, that the “true cost” is realized. If you want to lower your fuel system repair costs, start by using only genuine Cat Filters and Fluids.

Five filters were tested and only one — the Cat Filter — reached the end of the test before fuel injector failure.
THE CAT FLUIDS DIFFERENCE

PRODUCTIVITY
With Cat HYDO™ Advanced Oil, you can save a significant amount in oil acquisition and disposal costs.

Cat HYDO™ Advanced Oil can save you 78% of hydraulic oil costs.

CAT FILTER PRODUCTS

Choose the best option for your repair.
GUARANTEED TO LAST

Genuine Cat new and Reman parts are backed by our **12-MONTH WARRANTY**, so you can feel confident selecting a repair option through your Cat dealer.

Additionally, if one of the genuine Cat new or Reman parts used in your repair is proven to be defective and the cause of any resultant damage, not only would the Cat new or Reman part be replaced, but any resultant damage to other Cat parts would also be covered. Competitors typically only warranty the part they replace regardless of whether or not the part has caused resultant damage.

CONTACT YOUR CAT DEALER TO DISCUSS A RANGE OF SOLUTIONS THAT CAN BE TAILORED TO MEET YOUR NEEDS.